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Planning for learning

Introduction

This booklet has been designed to supplement the Curriculum guidance for the foundation stage,
published by QCA in May 2000. You will need to be familiar with all aspects of the guidance before
you read this booklet.

This booklet contains:

• practical guidance, for early years practitioners in all settings, on planning a curriculum for the
foundation stage; and

• examples of curriculum plans from a range of settings, together with descriptions of how the
practitioners approached the curriculum planning process.

Why more guidance?

Some foundation stage practitioners have a great deal of experience in planning. For others it is a new
aspect of their work. This booklet will help those who are less experienced to plan successfully and in a
way that is manageable. For those with more experience, it will help when reviewing their plans.

Differences such as the number and age of the children, the length of time they spend in the setting, the
number of staff and the educational philosophy of the setting will influence planning. The examples in
this booklet show how five different settings have begun to develop ways of planning that work for
them, in their particular setting.

Why do I need to plan?

Children who begin their education in a learning environment that is vibrant, purposeful, challenging
and supportive stand the best chance of developing into confident and successful learners. Effective
learning environments are created over time as the result of practitioners and parents working together,
thinking and talking about children's learning and planning how to promote it.

Good planning is the key to making children's learning effective, exciting, varied and progressive. Good
planning enables practitioners to build up knowledge about how individual children learn and make
progress. It also provides opportunities for practitioners to think and talk about how to sustain a
successful learning environment. This process works best when all practitioners working in the setting
are involved. Practitioners who work alone will benefit from opportunities to discuss their plans with
others working in similar settings.

Do plans always have to be written down?

Written plans are a useful way of recording significant information so that it can be shared with others
and used for future reference. They provide a basis for mapping out future experiences, activities and
achievements as well as a record of children's previous experiences, interests and progress. However, a
written plan is not an end in itself - it is the planning process that is important.
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There are many approaches to recording your plans. If practitioners meet regularly to discuss their ideas
and plans, there may be no need to record everything in detail. You will need to select only the most
significant information and to organise and present it in a simple format. This way, it can be easily
shared and understood. To be effective and useful within the day to day demands of the setting, a plan
needs to be clear, concise and quick to complete.

What are long-, medium and short-term plans and do I need to do all three?

However long a child spends in a setting and whether they attend full- or part-time, you will want to be
sure that they are making good progress towards, and in some cases beyond, the early learning goals in
all of the six areas of learning. Therefore it is important that each child has a broad, balanced and
purposeful curriculum, including those that attend part-time. The first step towards achieving this in
practice is to develop a long-term plan.

A long-term plan is a way of ensuring that all six areas of learning are given equal emphasis and that all
aspects of learning within the six areas are covered regularly and frequently. As some children may
attend one setting for several years, it will be important to ensure that their curriculum varies from year
to year so that the children are motivated, challenged, and that their experiences are broadened.

A long-term plan is usually drawn up in preparation for up to a year ahead. It provides an overview of
the range of learning opportunities that will be offered. It sets out in broad terms what you intend the
children to learn and, as it is drawn up well in advance, it should be used as a guide and not stuck to
rigidly. Unplanned events will often occur that capture the children's imaginations or interests, for
example the opening of a new playground in the community or a heavy snowfall. It would be sensible to
make the most of these events by including them in your short-term plans if they can be used to enhance
children's development in the six areas of learning. A long-term plan is usually designed with whole
groups of children in mind.

A short-term plan is based on the long-term plan and developed using ongoing observations and
informal assessment of the children. It is usually drawn up on a day-to-day or weekly basis. It includes,
for example, sequences of experiences and activities designed to promote new learning or to consolidate
or apply things just learned. Like the long-term plan, it should be used as a guide and not followed
rigidly. Using your observations of the children, you should be able to adjust your short-term plan to
take account of the interests and needs of the children and to capitalise on unplanned events,
particularly those initiated by the children. A short-term plan is usually designed with individual or
groups of children in mind.

Examples of long- and short-term plans have been included in this booklet. You may find it helpful to
draw up medium-term plans which bridge the gap between the broad outline of the long-term plan and
the day-to-day detail of the short-term plan. For most practitioners, long-term and short-term plans are
sufficient.

How do I go about long-term planning?

One approach to long-term planning is to use the aspects of learning, set out in the Curriculum guidance
for the foundation stage, that go to make up each of the six areas of learning. For example, 'Personal,
social and emotional development' is made up of dispositions and attitudes, self-confidence and self-
esteem, making relationships, behaviour and self-control, self-care and sense of community. The aspects
of learning that make up each of the six areas are shown on the chart on page 20.
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This approach will give you a good knowledge of the breadth of each area of learning. This, together
with a detailed understanding of the stepping stones and early learning goals, will help you to plan the
wide range of experiences and activities needed for children to make progress throughout the year.

An effective long-term plan for the foundation stage is likely to include:

• an indication of when you plan to teach aspects/areas of learning;
• an indication of how regularly and frequently you plan to teach aspects/areas of learning;
• an indication of how you will link aspects/areas of learning in a relevant and interesting way for

children;
• special events and activities that provide a meaningful context and enhance learning (eg a visit to a

city farm, a cultural or religious festival).

To make sure that you have planned a balanced curriculum, you will need to check that:

• you have included all aspects of learning;
• there is a balance between and within the six areas of learning;
• there are sufficient opportunities for children to revisit all aspects of learning regularly and frequently.

How do I go about short-term planning?

Effective short-term planning, whilst it is based on the long-term plan, is largely informed by ongoing
observations and informal assessments of the children and by discussions with other practitioners and
parents. You can use all this information to help you to match the activities and experiences to
individual or groups of children.

The stepping stones set out the different stages of development children may go through to achieve the
early learning goals. It is important to remember that a child's stage of development is likely to vary
within and across the areas of learning. When planning the next steps in children's learning, the learning
intentions should be based on the stepping stones or the early learning goals according to the child's
stage of development. The experiences and activities that you plan need to be designed around these
learning intentions. A good understanding of the stepping stones and early learning goals will enable you
to plan an appropriate curriculum and to focus on the sequence and pace of learning.

An effective short-term plan for the foundation stage is likely to include:

• clear learning intentions for individual or groups of children informed by observations and based on
the stepping stones/early learning goals;

• a brief description of the range of experiences and activities
- adult-directed and child-initiated;
- indoors and outdoors;

• how experiences and activities can be adapted for individual or groups of children;
• how the children will be organised;
• the role of the adult(s), including parents;
• the resources and equipment needed.

The short-term plan could be extended to include:

• opportunities for observations of individual or groups of children;
• questions and/or vocabulary that the adult(s) will use during the activity;
• opportunities for informal assessments of individual or groups of children.
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How do I plan for play?

You will need to use the Curriculum guidance for the foundation stage (page 25) alongside your
knowledge of individual children to encourage play that is emotionally, intellectually, physically and
socially challenging. In a well-planned environment, children can learn through play to explore their
ideas and experiences in new and imaginative ways. For example, well chosen props can encourage
children to engage in role-play that is based on a story you have read to them or on one of their own.

Spontaneous play is often based on important events in young children's lives, such as a holiday, moving
home or the birth of a sibling. Exploring and experimenting through play can help children to make sense
of their experiences and develop their understanding of these events. From your observations and informal
assessments of children at play, you will be able to decide how best to support and extend their learning.

How do I plan to meet the diverse needs of children?

The Curriculum guidance for the foundation stage (pages 17 and 18) contains advice about the
requirements of providing equal opportunities for all children. This includes planning to meet the needs of
both boys and girls, children with special educational needs (SEN), children who are more able, children
with disabilities, children from all social, cultural and religious backgrounds, children of different ethnic
groups including travellers, refugees and asylum seekers, and children from diverse linguistic backgrounds.
This means providing a safe environment, free from harassment and discrimination, in which children's
contributions are valued and where racial, religious, disability and gender stereotypes are challenged.

How do I plan for children with special educational needs and disabilities?

The Curriculum guidance for the foundation stage (pages 18 and 19) provides advice to support
planning for children with SEN and/or disabilities to help all children make the best possible progress.
All settings, including childminder networks, should have an identified SEN coordinator (SENCO) and a
SEN policy to support inclusive planning. Essential details on identification and assessment of children
with SEN are contained in the Code of Practice on the Identification and Assessment of Pupils with
Special Educational Needs (DfEE 1994). (A revised version is expected to come into effect in January
2002. It will be accompanied by the SEN Tool Kit that includes additional guidance to be read in
conjunction with the SEN Code of Practice.)

New duties brought in by the SEN and Disability Act 2001 mean that in September 2002 the Disability
Discrimination Act (DDA) will be extended to cover education. All schools will be covered by a new Part
N of the DDA, and the education offered by those providers that are not schools will be covered by Part
III of the DDA (social care is already covered). These are two key duties in Part IV - not to treat disabled
children 'less favourably' for a reason related to their disability and to make 'reasonable adjustments' to
ensure that disabled children are not at a substantial disadvantage compared with their non-disabled peers.
Guidance on the new duties is set out in a Code of Practice issued by the Disability Rights Commission.

How do I plan for the national literacy and numeracy strategies in a reception class?

The early learning goals are in line with the objectives in the frameworks for teaching literacy and
mathematics, which should be taught throughout the reception year. The Curriculum guidance for the
foundation stage helps reception teachers to plan using these objectives to meet the needs of the children
in their classes.
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Guidance on the organisation of the National Literacy Strategy in Reception classes (DfEE 0153/2000)
and Guidance on the organisation of the daily mathematics lesson in Reception classes (DfEE
0088/2000) show how teachers can teach the different elements of the literacy hour and the daily
mathematics lesson flexibly throughout the day and appropriately to the age of the children. There is no
expectation that these elements will be taught in a single unit of time. In order to ensure a smooth
transition into year 1, the literacy hour and daily mathematics lesson should both be in place by the end
of the reception year.
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Examples of curriculum plans

These are five examples of curriculum plans from a range of settings, together with descriptions of how
practitioners have gone about developing a planning process that works for them in their setting. The
examples show how plans can be recorded in a variety of ways. Practitioners wanted a format that could
be duplicated, filled in quickly and easily understood by all who work in the setting.

The starting point for the planning process in each of the settings was the Curriculum guidance for the
foundation stage. This provided practitioners with valuable information as they went about planning
learning opportunities for children in their setting and talking about the way they wanted to work together.

Example 1

The nursery school is located in the centre of a small market town. It occupies a single storey Victorian
building which has been converted into open plan and has an easily accessible garden. The nursery
provides full- and part-time places during term-time for children from the town and surrounding
villages. There are 70 children aged three to four on roll, including approximately 20 children with
special educational needs. There is a team of seven practitioners who work either part-time or full-time.
All children are assigned to a key worker.

Long-term planning

Short-term planning
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An overview of our week's activities and the areas of learning to be covered
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An example of our activity sheet

ACTIVITY
Learning to manipulate a remote control car to foHow a route to the shops

show the children how to use the controls, take turns to practice moving the car
along different routes to the shops

GROUPING OF CHILDREN
3-4 children

MAIN LEARNING INTENTIONS
* know how to operate simple

equipment (KUW)

* show an interest in why things happen
and how things work (KUW)

* to share and take turns (PSED)

* to work as part of a group (PSED)

KEY VOCABULARY/QUESTIONS

forward/backwards

further away/nearer to

left/right

next to

* Can you make the car stop?

* Can you make the car move forward?

RESOURCES
* Remote control car

* Materials/boxes to customise the car

* Large sheet of paper with route on

* Large sheet of paper for chHdren to
draw new routes on

ADAPTING THE ACTIVITY FOR
INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN
* children sequence two or three moves

together

* chHdren teach other children how to
use the remote control car

* Children draw out new routes on large
sheets of paper

* children manipulate the remote control
car to a set of verbal instructions

Children for whom this activity is particularly appropriate

Part time Alex C (am) Luke (am) David (pm) Callum B (pm)

10 Examples of curriculum plans
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Example 2

The private day nursery is in an inner city area that has a high level of social deprivation. It is situated in
a converted church hall with two main rooms and a quiet area that has two computers and a wide
selection of books. The nursery has an easily accessible garden with separate areas for different activities;
a shady grass area for outdoor activities, a track for bicycles and other toys with wheels and a safe area
with climbing apparatus and slides.

The nursery has eight members of staff - seven full-time and one part-time. It is open from Sam - 6pm,
51 weeks of the year. Twenty-four children, aged between two and four, attend the nursery for a number
of different sessions, ranging from two mornings/afternoons per week to full-time. There is another
nursery nearby that is owned by the same company. The two nurseries have been working together for
two years and have established a joint approach to planning.

Long-term planning

Our long-term plan for 2000/2001

I Sept I Oct I Nov I Dec I Jan I Feb I March I April May June July August

Theme IAutumn IAnimals ILight Ipatterns IWinter IStorytimel Health Ispring in Carnival Summer Sport Our
the garden holidays homes

Special Trip to visit to Diwali Visit by Parents' Visit From visits (rom Trip to Fancy Picnic by Sports Family
events & country children's visit to artist evening an African a dentist garden dress the sea open day barbecue I p'~activities park (arm Hindu Christmas story and a centre party !-"

temple teller doctor

~jl IpSED 1,3 2,5,6 1,4 2,4,6 1,2,6 1,3,4 2,3,5 5,6 3,4,5 1,4 2,3 5,6 J I:~
Cll 1,3,6 1,2,4 2,3,5 4,5,6 1,3,5 2,4,6 1,3,5 2,4,6 3,4,5 1,4,6 1,2,5 2,3,6

MD 1,2 1,2 2,3 1,2 3,1 2,3 1,3 3,1 2,3 1,2 3,1 2,3

KUW 1,2,4 1,4,5 2,3 5,6 2,3,4 2,3,4 5,6,1 1,6 4,5,6 1,3 2,5 3,6

PD 2,4 1,5 2,3 2,4 1,5 2,5 1,3 3,5 1,4 3,4 4,5 2,3

CD 1,2 3,4 2,3 1,4 2,4 2,4 1,4 1,2 3,4 1,3 3,4 1,2

1'1
~ .~

II
':""- --;-., - ._ "'" -.l'f.,:"'; "_ .. ,,".' _..:. --- - -- -. - " ,~, ,.,...-' 7': "7 " ~;: " ~ .••• -~-: ~ -,,1

KEW':'r:il{'rnbeFS ifefi~r if91f~, .ii~ii1gQi:t.9f IIg-aming 'om [page ,;20. ' - ' " • >:,.~ ~ ,~, ,,! I, Co ~ j
, "':'i- '. _ ,_ "'I

loWe fl~n w l~,0V,eFiffafir.(trtb~:r'caspe¤ts of ieapii~g ~~ (fl!:e:daY"<tb-,I:!l:;ti[:(1j\LiiIl~'(Qf'!~~1h~~s~£~__~_lr -~ jJ
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Short-term planning

Use available resources ISLlrgery,
to create props to
support role play

Theme: Health, Week 2

ResourcesIntended learning 1 Activity
based on stepping
stones

Links with I Groupings IExtension Activities

PSED
Talk freely about
their homes and
community.

FrLlit tasting activity,
Tasting and talking about
fruits - ftnding out which are
familiar and which are new.

other

cu.i,
KUW5

1 ,4 children 1 Talking about likes and dislikes, how Selection o( (ruits from
it is alright to have diFFerent views, diFFerent countries, eg,
Talk about similarities and diFFerences mango, apple, banana,
in the (ood we eat at home. starfruit and kiwi(f"Uit.

aspects of
learning

PD
sfww awareness o(
healthy fOOdto
maintain healthy teeth

Talking about fruit and
(inding out why it is good
(or us.

cu.t 1 -4 children IFind out which ether (oods are
healthy.

Books on teeth, healthy
(oods,

cu.i,
P5ED5

Whole gl'Oup IEncourage the children to recall her Iset up designated areas as a
visit and to act out some o( their dentist surgery.
own experiences o( visits to the
dentist in role.play.

Home made cards showing
diFFerent number o(
dentists, nurses, doctors
and opticians,

KUW5,
cu.t

1 -4 children 1 Matching 5 . 10,

PSED2,
PSED3,

KUW5,
PD3

1 ,4 children Il:llking about our experiences o(
going to the dentist and discuss
how we try and keep our teeth
dean and healthy by brushing.

Role'play equipment: dressin<
up clothes, telephone,
appointments book, dentists
chair, reception desk.

I·

KUW
show interest in the
lives o( people
(amiliar to them

A local dentist to visit to
explain herjob and show
the children the tools she
uses to examine teeth.

MD
show an interest in
numbers and
counting

Matching cards o( diFFering
numbers o( dentists, nurses,
doctors and opticians to
numerals 1,5,

Role-play in the dentisteD

Example 3

PSED3
KLlW5,
PD3

1 ,4 children 1 To make props (or the dentist
Sllrgery,

The community centre pre-school is a registered charity and is managed by an elected committee
composed mainly of parents. It provides sessional care for 24 children aged between two and four, for
five morning sessions a week. Ten children aged two to three attend three sessions a week and fourteen
children aged three to four attend all five sessions. The pre-school serves a large multi-ethnic housing
estate situated on the edge of a large town, and most of the children live on this estate.

ell

Interacting with others
using words or gestlll'es
to cornrnunicate

Set up role-play in the dentist
surgery· waiting mom where
children can make appointments
and the dentist roorn,

As above,

The pre-school meets in a local community centre. It rents the main hall and has the use of a large
cupboard for storage and a small outdoor play area. Four qualified staff are employed by the management
committee. The staff, who are from different ethnic backgrounds, are supported by a number of parent
helpers who attend most sessions, making a total of five adults per session at anyone time.
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Long-term planning- --
We meet during school holidays and half terms to plan the curriculum for the next half term. Using
om knowledge and observations of the children's progrel)s, and information from parents about the
children's hee~"')s,;;tnd"inter:es,ts,we normallyplan a six week topic covering all areas of learning. 'We
use the Curriculum guidance for the [oundation stage and, in particular, the aspects of learning to
plan om topics. From these we plan our day-to-day activities.

We have a child with Down's syndrome who attends for three sessions a week. We start thinking about the
provision for this child when making om long-term plans, so we can include her in everything we do.

We also think about festivals and community 'events that we plan to participate in. We are finding that
the planning 'process becomes easier as time goes on because we have more experience and knowledge
of the children and the community to reflect on.

Short-term planning---
Every Friday,"We have lunch together to draw up our session plans for the week ahead. We discuss
and record a range of activities, taking account of the progress the children have made in the previous
week, to ma~ writing pur plans manageable, we fill in activity sheets only for the two main activities
in each sessicin. We talk about how these will be modified for individual children, although we do not

At the end of each day, we make brief.assessment notes and see if we need to adjust the 'following'. ~ - '

" day's activity sheet for particular children.
,>;l

To ensure 'that our child with Down's syndrome can participate fullyin all activities, we regularly talk
with her parents and discuss her development and needs for additional support. The pre-sch.,.ool,
SENCO liaises with the child's portage horne teacher for practical advice on how to support-her

'time and sna_fk time, we can build on this iiiformation and encourage 'Children to talk ahout~their
experiences. ,We ask them to contribute to their, child's record by bringing in drawings or
photographs.

An example of our session plan

Session Plan: Monday am, 12 October Topic: Harvest
I'

I 9.15 - Key-worker groups: talk about stories, news, objects of interest.
9.30 - Range of activities
10.00 - Activity 1: Making cards to celebrate the Harvest in different parts of the
world. (JM)

10.45 - Snack time.
11.00 - Activity 2: Preparing food for Harvest party (MF)

11.45 - Whole group: Harvest story and songs.

Initials refer to the adult responsible for the activity.

Examples of curriculum plans 13
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Examples of our activity sheet

Activity: 1~Making Harvest cards (J M, SH)

Using a variety of materials for close observation, drawing and collage, including
fruits and vegetables from around the world.

Learning intentions:

CD ~ 'expressing own ideas using a range of materials'

PSE ~ 'working in a group, taking turns and sharing fair~'
Cll ~'ascribe meaning to marks' -use writing for a variety of purposes and view
different scripts

Extension activity:

Cll ~'use a pencil, holding it effective~' (Jack, Sukvinder, Rebecca, Melina)

Resources:

* selection of card, coloured paper, collage materials, selection of fruit and vegetables
from different countries all around the world, coloured pencils, scissors, glue, fruit

Involving parents:

* an example of writing in Punjabi from Sukvinder's Mum.

Activity: 2 ~Preparing food for Harvest party (MF,JH)

Talking about party food, chiLdren can choose to make simple vegetable samosas, frui
kebabs or Sukkot coconut pyramids

Learning intentions:

Cll ~'use talk to organise and sequence events'
CD ~ 'responding to what they see, hear, smell, touch, fed'
PSE ~, strong sense of self as member of different communities'
PD ~ 'use simple tools/practice safety measures

Extension activity:

Cll ~Extend vocabulary (Amandlp, Emma, Pietro).

Resources:

ingredients, utensils, scales. check kitchen available to cook samosas.

Involving parents:

Encourage parents to contribute ideas/food andjoin us for party.
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Example 4

An accredited childminder works in her home caring for three children, aged three and four, for up to 35
hours per week. Her home is in the middle of a town and has a medium sized garden with a lawn and
steps leading to an area for growing fruit and vegetables.

As an accredited childminder and part of an approved network, she is visited every eight weeks by her
coordinator who helps her to plan learning opportunities for the children, to enable them to progress
towards the early learning goals. She keeps a notebook of dated photos, observations and significant
pieces of dialogue that she has had with the children. These are used to inform her planning and are also
shared with the parents/carers during informal discussions on the children's progress.

I have only recently started writing plans for the children 041 my care. I try to build on the children's
interests to p1in ,<;1 variety ra£activities. fo'): example, r took rhc children to explore the vfget~ble patch
and pointed out the different types of fruit and vegetables that were growing in the garden. The:
children were intrigued by the gooseberries as they thought they had a funny name, They did not
know that they could eat them.

How an observation influenced my planning
, ~ --- ~ - ~. - - - ~i

Dan pointed to dig gooseberries and said, 'What's that? They prick me!' 1 explained that gooseberries
are fruit and, th'at [,geew i1'liei[nto, Ilily garden every year, because I like tocook them and eat them with
Qlllstard.il 'slJi<5wed ~he fchi'ldren the rough ~eaves and the prickly branches, telling them that unlike most
fruit they w:e.r~Jb~tt~rcooked and 'Sweetened before eaten.

'fht garden Iha-d obviously stimulated the children's interest so I decided to plan a week's activities
around plants and, in particular, gooseberries.

THEME: Fruit Date: 3-7Ju0/2000
Personal, social & emotional development Knowledge & understanding of the world
,. encourage children to listen to others' ,. how gooseberries grow, conditions of

questions & take turns growth, sun, soil, rain

,. choose own utensils ,. use magniFyir: glass to look at the inside

,. safety reminders: pricko/ branches, use of and outside 0 gooseberries

knives, hygiene ,. Allow to see, feel, smell, taste
gooseberries

Communication, language & literacy Physical development
,. listen to explanations

,. keep to the narrow path around the garden/,. make list of fruit growing in the garden
climb steps

,. vocabulary: parts of plants: root, branch, stem,
,. fine motor skills: use of knives/magnifyingleaf, flower, fruit, seed.

,. non-fiction books on growing and eating fruit
glass

Mathematical development Creative development

,. compare size of gooseberries and count ,. colours of leaves and ripening berries
them ,. textures: smooth, rough, pricko/

,. order sizes ,. paint pictures of the garden
,. vocabulary: bigger than, more than, less ,. drawings of gooseberries

than, how many

NOTES:
* Ono/ allow children to feel, smell and taste gooseberries under supervision
,. Katy explained to Jess that we have to be careful with knives because they can cut you
* Dan brought a book on fnlit and vegetables from home that had a picture of gooseberries in it -

could also be useful for learning about vegetables/seasons
* Next time we go shopping, look at the different fruits in the shop and discuss where they come from
* U.se photos to introduce ideas and encourage discussion
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An example of my activity sheet

Date: 3july 2000 Names: Dean &jess
Activity: Intended learning:
Looking at gooseberries and kiwi Fruit * show curiosity, observe and manipulate

objects
Main area of learning: * describe simple Features

KUW
* examine living til1gs to Find out more

about them
Aspects/areas of learning: * show an interest in what you see, hear,

smell, touch and Feel
KUW1, CDl

Observation:

Don used the magl1iryi~glass to look at the tiny hairs 011 the gooseberry, Fascil1ated
by the magl1iryil1g~lass e went to look around the room Forother tiny objects he
could lOOK at. Jess idn't want to taste the if,0oseberry but said she liked die kiwi
Fruit, showil1g likes and dislikes. We had a Lvelydiscussion about Fruit she likes to
eat.

Future action:

Close observations of natura] and manmade ob~ects. Encourage childrel1 to use new
vocabulary ~skin, pip, seed, Fruit, thorn, branc .

I

Example 5

The First School is located in a small seaside town. One of the reception classes is made up of children
who are four, born between January and August, 18 in total. The newly qualified teacher has a full-time
classroom assistant and a school governor to help for two sessions a week. Many of the children have
special educational needs relating to speech and language. The classroom opens on to an outdoor space
with some hard surface and a large grass area for the sole use of the reception class. There is a sandpit
and a shed to store outdoor equipment. The class also has use of the school hall for two periods a week.
All the children in this class attend part-time in the autumn term. The older children become full-time in
the spring term and all the children attend full-time in the summer term.

Long-term planning
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AUTUMN TERM 2000
Areas of learning Themes linked to the areas of learning

ALL ABOUT ME FOOD/HARVEST TRADITIONAL CELEBRATIONS
home visits Harvest Festival RHYMES Divali, Christmas

Personal, social and me and my Family sharing. helping discuss consequences helping and sharing
emotional development

Communication, language my name/other using reference listen, say. re(~l~ F.unLli..u writing invitations
and literacy nantes books phrase; & words

Mathematical rnaths in my home measures in cooking counting. order in maths in Festivals
development rhymes

Knowledge and Finding out about us investigate Foods 'places' in rhymes making decorations
understanding of the world

Physical what my body can Food Fo,-health acting/role play community games I

development do rhymes

Creative portraits, Family food patterns and draw, model, sew music For parties
development songs prints

SPRING TERM 2001
Areas of learning Themes linked to the areas of learning

CLOTHES LOCAL SHOPS TRADITIONAL LIFE CYCLES
visi t local shops STORIES incubate eggs

Personal, social and beautiful things conFidence in vlsiting explore attitudes caring Fo,' animals
emotional development

Communication, language descriptive language vocabulary of re-tell, re-create make life cycle
and literacy shopping

Mathematical positional language measures in shops number problems shape, size, growth
development arising

Knowledge and explore materials jobs in shops places stories come change in animals/
understanding of the world From foods

Physical travel in diFFe,-ent role play shops, move like characters small and big
development ways dressing up movement

Creative dra w, collage clothes models, painting represent draw, paint, model
development

SUMMER TERM 2001
Areas of learning Themes linked to the areas of learning

MAKlNGrAGrARDEN MAKlNGrAMUSEUM THE BEACH HOLIDAYS AND
visit ga,'den centre visi t local l1'lUSeW11 visi ts to beach JOURNEYS

Personal, social and caring For plants appreciate old things keeping safe safe behaviour
emotional development

Communication, language use reference books describe and label use familiar words relevant story books
and literacy

Mathematical growth charts explore collected maths in sandi making maps
development clocks water

Knowledge and the garden centre then and now tides and effects locating places on
understanding of the world the globe

Physical effects of exertion outdoor games ganles/swimming making a route in
development the garden

Creative sew, model, observational sand, water and other posters, role play
development represent drawing natural materiais

- --
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Short-term planning

~also write 'a d;:tiiy,pJa_llwh_icl 'QI,rtlifles mydaily routines, th~ focus for 'whole class' and group
activities and the Irang~ of self-select "play activities "available indoors and outdoors.
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Areas and aspects of learning for the
foundation stage

There are six areas of learning in the curriculum for the foundation stage. Each area includes several
aspects of learning. These are listed below and numbered for ease of reference

Personal, social and emotional development (PSED)

1 Dispositions and attitudes
2 Self-confidence and self-esteem
3 Making relationships
4 Behaviour and self-control
5 Self-care
6 Sense of community

Communication, language and literacy (CLL)

1 Language for communication
2 Language for thinking
3 Linking sounds and letters
4 Reading
5 Writing
6 Handwriting

Mathematical development (MD)

1 Numbers as labels and for counting
2 Calculating
3 Shape, space and measures

Knowledge and understanding of the world (KUW)

1 Exploration and investigation
2 Designing and making skills
3 Information and communication technology
4 A sense of time
5 A sense of place
6 Cultures and beliefs

Physical development (PO)

1 Movement
2 A sense of space
3 Health and bodily awareness
4 Using equipment
5 Using tools and materials

Creative development (CD)

1 Exploring media and materials
2 Music
3 Imagination
4 Responding to experiences and expressing and communicating ideas

20 Areas and aspects of learning
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